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5. Monte Carlo Analysis of Experimentally Critical Pipe Intersections, N. F. Cross, G. E. Whitesides, R. J. Hinton (ORNL)

Nuclear safety analysts often encounter situations in which criticality evaluations must be made for systems involving large tubing or piping arranged in various configurations. Those involving intersections cannot be calculated using the popular 1-D codes and no standards have been developed for the calculational reliability of other codes for this type of system. In this endeavor, calculations were made to determine the adequacy of the KENO V and CHERI codes to treat critical systems of pipe intersections. Both the 16-group Hansen-Roach cross-section set and the 123-group XSDRN cross sections were used so cross-section effects could be evaluated. Ten of the critical experiments evaluated were performed at Rocky Flats and the remaining 21 were done at Oak Ridge.

The Rocky Flats experiments used a square central column and cylindrical arms filled with aqueous solutions of U(NO₃)₂. All the experiments were unreflected and the configurations included 2 square arms at 45 deg, 6 and 8 cylindrical arms at 45 deg to the central column, and 6, 8, 12, and 16 cylindrical arms at 90 deg to the central column. The average computed k_eff's for the complete set of Rocky Flats experiments was 0.9994 ± 0.0027 when using the 123-group cross sections, indicating that these cross sections accurately reflect the criticality of the experiments. However, the 16-group Hansen-Roach cross sections yield an average k_eff of 0.9776 ± 0.0027 for this set of experiments.

The critical experiments done at Oak Ridge involved a 30-deg lateral (2 cylindrical aluminum pipes intersecting at 30 deg, with one pipe extending below the intersection) and a 90-deg Plexiglas cross. Both sets of experiments were reflected by water. Six different solution concentrations of U(NO₃)₂ were used in the 30-deg lateral experiments. The average calculated k_eff, using 16-group cross sections, was 0.9957 ± 0.0051, and the average calculated k_eff for the 123-group set was 0.9980 ± 0.0034. Several different critical experiments were made utilizing the 90-deg Plexiglas cross filled with U(NO₃)₂ solution. Four inside diameters and several solution concentrations were used for a total of 15 critical experiments. The average calculated k_eff for the 16-group cross sections was 0.9967 ± 0.0022 and for the 123-group cross sections was 0.9999 ± 0.0022, indicating that both cross-section sets accurately predict the criticality of these 5% uranyl fluoride pipe intersection experiments.

It was concluded that when using the 123-group cross sections, both KENO and CHERI accurately predict criticality for pipe intersections filled with highly enriched uranyl nitrate and 5% uranyl fluoride, regardless of the number of arms involved in the intersection. The 16-group Hansen-Roach cross-section set accurately predicts criticality (less than 2 standard deviations from critical) for the fully reflected low-enriched uranyl fluoride systems, but gives nonconservative results for the bare optimally moderated highly enriched uranyl nitrate systems.

7. E. B. JOHNSON, a report to be published, Critical Experiments Facility, Y-12.